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Dear Jon, 

Thanks for your 2/28 and the enclosures. 

First I have to say that these 1960 pictures do make Youngblood look more like 

that Mexico sketch and that individual features do bear a clam resemblance. However, 

the age is quite different and then there is the origin of the Mexico sketch. The 

original is different. I've compared the three different versions I have. You thus have 

to ask yourself why it was necessary to prepare an entirely different sketch in Mexico 

or what its purposes could have been. (The woman, by the way, also bears a striking 

resemblance to Clay Shaw. Manna make something of thatArbo is she?) 

We'll find these pis of value. Those different views could also be of value if 

copying them isn't too much trouble. We are far from the end on this. Perhaps the court 

record holds leads? 

I have no argument 'aith theorising that there were false leads to Youngblood. 

In Memphis and 132 )10400. Why Mexico I have no idea. 

KY reluctance to part with these pis is not because I put a literary value on them. 

It is for preserving them and secrecy about them for court use and because I've been 

gypped out 9f the not inconsiderable cost to me of getting then. I would like to recover 

that. I can't if I let any copies out of my possession. Lesar only has seen them and 

he knows boll to replace them. 

It is not easy to comment on your release on what calls itself the "Commission on 

l'omentio Intelligence and the Electoral Process, " a something that suddenly finds this 

includes what it chime is still "claselfied" about the OK assassination. A buckshot.* 
bullshit approach. They are ignorant. Perhaps halperin is serious. But this is a typical 

self-promotion of the kind that has charecteminesi"ames entire career. They haven't gotten 

close to where they can do anything and already they are making loud, inaccurate and 

selfepromoting noises. The moat they can have done is write a feneral letter. And as 

of now the beat I out see as a reasonable hope is that they don t fuck the whole thing up. 

These are not simple matters. And I'm disappointed that people like Jalperin lend than-

selves to it. Without even beginning to make inquiries or to look around. It is not less 

than irresponsible. It gets into the unethical and unprincipled when they announce that 

they are going to go after what I've already taken to the Supremo Court, what was instru-

mental in getting the law revised, and what the first moment of the first day I filed 

suit over again. They don't really know a damned thing about any of this. It is a serious 

error to confuse Lane as an effective public speaker and his knowledge or lack of it. Me 

dicta t even do his own work for Rush to Judgement. There can be an enormous and fright-

fell$ great difference between him as a bullshit artist, lawyer or not, and him as a 

litigant in a field in which at beat be has done no work in almost a decade, never did any 

work in the areas indicated. I am troubled by this because the government can stall us 

and select that later suit to litigate and win where they can t honestly wia from me. His 

PrePageehs willhave the safe street in court that it did behifld the scenes when Rush to 

Judgement was tore apart. ue dida t even dare face Liebeler on this. I had to abandon MY 

second book to hot Liebeler off hie/our book. I did it, too. 

If you take the whole unidentified task force, as it calls itself, and add the 

accumblated knowledge, you'll find it is close to sere. Do you have theother names? I might 

be able to reason with some. If you have what you call their "formal demand" I'd likeLto 

read it. eany of these things are "secret" only because this thole kit and kaboodle is 

ignorant and has done no work. We are today at a point where something might be accomplished. 

dregory was the first disaster. How these can easily be the second. 

Moreover, they did this without consultation with leaser. That is a dead give-away 

on their seriousness as honestheople can use the word. 

If your story is accurate they don't even knot. the most elemental facto, And the 
ACLU refused to sue this law for me in 19g. Bandwagon stuff for them now. Best, 
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Lear H=,,rold„: 

lee's are rte oJft blood photos. 

They irere taken Ly the San Zranoco Ch?'Onicle 
L,tecen lem:r)er 15 of 1260 anr Ts.nuary 13 oF 
1961 -,:hen :ounblor, 7as on trial in S.F. 

think oh rsn.:Iblance .!etr'T 	these photos 
and the 'tex5co Cty sketch is 7-7'testrikinf,  -- 
that the sketch looks 'as rush or more like 
7sunl1ood thar,. it (Th‘,es like: the tram. 

Is there a chance that the oriLinal (.omphis) 
sketch looked even rriorre like 7:colood --
that it Isas iltcred to look like the tram 
in order to provide a false lead away from 

n'e1ood? Yes or not, Hr7„1? Crfr7ontt 
yoa say7 

I've als3 Enclosed s. story from our service 
for 	3rd ;Mout the Centr For ?olioy 
;7,tudies and .-:Lark Lane. I think this  is a 
siLnificant duuelopmeat 	pr7ticillar17 
if_crton 771-peT-in an .even the2C.L.U. Involved. 

.7 
hst do roe think, 

he et, 

T hose the other n'notos eF 7oun0t16ad thet 
1C slirhtly ''ifferent.  ansrles of 	 'Gut  

10 00 

-.3. I 	urecT sett 	th(7 second mbells ran was 
doin, he seas 	1a1lid to the first irl:e, rella elan: 


